With its roots in an old decision problem and its branches reaching areas as varied as algebra, combinatorics, set theory, logic, analysis, and geometry, Ramsey theory has played an important role in a plethora of mathematical developments throughout the last century. Ramsey theory is concerned with the preservation of structure under partitions -it is the study of unavoidable regularity in large structures. In this essay, I explore some of the core ideas underpinning Ramsey theory and present a variety of problems to which it can provide interesting and elegant solutions.
Introduction

A Classic Result for the Google Generation
The following is a claim which follows from a classic result in Ramsey theory:
Given any six members of the social networking site www.facebook.com, there will always exist either a trio whom are all friends, or a trio of which none are friends.
The classical statement of this problem involves friendships between six attendees at a dinner party, but recasting the problem to use facebook removes any ambiguities (and potential asymmetries) stemming from the definition of "friendship" that might occur otherwise. This result will be derived as a consequence of bounds on Ramsey numbers in Section 5, but for now it is possible to prove the assertion directly. Label the six members in question A, B, C, D, E, and F . There must exist a subset S ⊂ {B, C, D, E, F } of size three such that A is either friends with all of S or is friends with none of S, because there are 5 elements in the set {B, C, D, E, F } and only two possible friendship states ("friend" or "not friend"). Assuming, without loss of generality, 2 that A is friends with the three members of S, simply look at the friendship states of the members of S. If any two members S 1 , S 2 ∈ S are friends, then the trio A, S 1 , S 2 are the required trio of friends. If no pair of members of S are friends, then S itself is a trio none of whom are friends. In either case, the required trio exists.
This result highlights the underlying flavour of Ramsey theory -the idea that inheriting some sort of structure is, in many scenarios, unavoidable. Regardless of which six out of the hundreds of millions of facebook users are chosen, the result always holds.
Ramsey's Theorem: Infinite Version
Before examining the first of Ramsey's theorems, I introduce some notation:
Notation. Given a set X and a natural number k, let X k denote the set of subsets of X that have k elements. In other words,
Notice that it follows immediately that X k = X k (but I will not use this fact).
Theorem 1. Let X be a countably infinite set. 3 Then for all k, r ∈ N and for every partition of the set X k into r classes, one of the classes contains every element of Y k for some infinite set Y ⊆ X.
The proof of this theorem will make use of an induction, but before proceeding with the formal details it is illuminating to consider some specific values of k.
First consider k = 1. It is clear from the definition that X 1 = X. The result of the theorem then follows from the infinite version of the pigeonhole principle [1] -if an infinite number of pigeons are placed into a finite number of pigeonholes, there must exist a pigeonhole that contains an infinite number of pigeons.
Next consider k = 2. This is clearly much harder than the k = 1 case, but it is still possible to think of the problem in a familiar way by making use of graph theory. If X is considered to be the set of vertices in an infinite graph, then elements of X 2 can be treated as edges on that graph. In this way, the graph
is an infinite complete graph. Furthermore, the act of partitioning these edges into r classes can be thought of as applying a colouring χ E to the edges of the graph. In this context, the Theorem 1 says that there exists some infinite subset Y ⊆ X of vertices such that every edge between every vertex in Y has the same colour under the given colouring.
To see that this is true, first define a well-ordering ≺ on X such that no two elements of X are considered to be equal. Then choose an element θ ∈ X such that there are infinitely many elements x ∈ X satisfying θ ≺ x . For example, if X consists of the negative integers, then choosing θ = −1 with the ordering −1 ≺ −2 ≺ −3 ≺ . . . suffices. It is always possible to find such an ordering and such a θ because X is countable (or, via the Well-Ordering Theorem, if X is not countable but the axiom of choice is assumed). After applying the r−colouring χ E to the edges of graph, examine the colour of every edge of the form {θ, x}, x ∈ X for which θ ≺ x. There are an infinite number of such edges but only r < ∞ different colours, so (by the same logic as in the k = 1 case) there must exist some colour c 0 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} such that infinitely many edges adjacent to θ have the colour c 0 under χ E .
Define U := {x ∈ X| χ E ({θ, x}) = c 0 }, and notice that U is an infinite subset of X. By the Well-Ordering Principle [2] , there exists a smallest element of U . Call this smallest element u 0 , and notice that θ ≺ u 0 .
Next, consider all edges of the form {u 0 , u}, u ∈ U . Again, there are infinitely many such edges, so (by the same logic as above) there exists a colour c 1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} such that infinitely many edges adjacent to u 0 have the colour c 1 under χ E . Notice that it is not necessarily the case that c 0 = c 1 .
Define V := {u ∈ U | χ E ({u 0 , u}) = c 1 }, and notice that V is an infinite subset of X. Again, by the Well-Ordering Principle, there exists a smallest element of V . Call this smallest element v 0 , and notice that
Continuing in this manner indefinitely yields the infinite set of vertices T = {θ, u 0 , v 0 , . . .} with θ ≺ u 0 ≺ v 0 ≺ . . .. Notice that for any edge connecting a pair of vertices t, t ∈ T , the colour χ E ({t, t }) depends only on min (t, t ) . Hence, it is possible to define a new r−colouring χ V on the vertices in T by
for any v v, with v, v ∈ T . However, there are infinitely many vertices in T , so there exists some colour c and some infinite set Y ⊆ T such that every member of Y has the colour c under χ V . This Y is an infinite subset of X for which every edge Y 2 has the same colour under χ E , as required. The logic employed in the k = 2 case is instructive of the general strategy for the formal induction. From a colouring of X 2 , it was possible to "induce" a colouring of X 1 that had a sufficiently regular structure on an infinite subset of X. When considering the cases k ≥ 3, the framework of graph colouring needs to be generalised slightly by using hypergraphs:
is an ordered pair such that V is a set of elements, called vertices or nodes, and E ⊆ {{v 1 
. .} is the set of hyperedges -that is, a hypergraph is a graph in which edges can connect two or more vertices.
For the cases k ≥ 3, X k can be thought of as being the set of hyperedges of a k−uniform hypergraph: Definition. A k−uniform hypergraph is a hypergraph such that every hyperedge has size k -that is, every hyperedge connects exactly k vertices.
I now present the formal proof.
Proof. I use induction on k.
The theorem holds for k = 1, by the infinite version of the pigeonhole principle (see discussion above).
Let θ be the smallest element of X under some (strict) well-ordering ≺. For the inductive step, consider any r−colouring χ of Using the inductive hypothesis, there exists an infinite set X 0 ⊆ X such that every element of 
Ramsey's Theorem: Finite Version
While undoubtedly an important result in its own right, the infinite version of Ramsey's theorem as discussed in Section 4 wasn't quite enough for Ramsey's original decision problem. To solve his problem, Ramsey needed a result of a similar flavour, but dealing with finite sets.
Theorem 2. For all r, k, n ∈ N, there exists an N ∈ N such that if X is any set with at least N elements, for every partition of I present a full proof of Theorem 2 in Section 7, but before doing so it is illuminating to calculate some explicit values of N to see how it grows with r, k, and n. A crucial thing to notice about Theorem 2 is that it provides no indication of how large N might be -it only guarantees its existence. Indeed, it becomes apparent that performing such calculations becomes extremely difficult, extremely quickly.
The Ramsey Function
The Ramsey function provides a useful framework within which calculations of the value of N can be performed. 
Definition. The Ramsey function is the function
R : (k, l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l r ) → N, R k (l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l r ) = N ,
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Once again, it is illuminating to re-express this definition in the language of hypergraph colouring. Only one new concept is needed:
In other words, a complete k−uniform hypergraph is a k−uniform hypergraph in which every possible hyperedge (which necessarily has size k) is present.
Given the values l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l r , and k the Ramsey function outputs an integer. This integer is the smallest value of N such that on any complete k−uniform hypergraph X = V, V k with at least N vertices, for any r−colouring χ of its hyperedges X k , there will always exist a colour i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} and a subset Y ⊆ X of vertices, with |Y | = l i , such that every hyperedge Y k has the same colour under χ. As indicated above, the Ramsey function provides more flexibility than is required to find the N in Theorem 2 -indeed, such a calculation is precisely the special case l 1 = l 2 = . . . = l r = n. Despite this, calculating so-called "Ramsey numbers" of the form N = R k (l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l r ) has proven to be an exciting area of research in its own right.
Ramsey Numbers
I now consider some scenarios in which Ramsey numbers can be calculated exactly. Such exact calculations are exceptionally difficult to perform in all but the simplest of cases, and indeed exact Ramsey numbers are currently only known for a tiny fraction of choices of r, k and (l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l r ).
When k = 1, the pigeonhole principle provides all of the answers. In a graph colouring sense, k = 1 corresponds to simply colouring the vertices, because X 1 = X. Consider a collection of vertices V , with |V | = r i=1 l i − r, of which l 1 − 1 vertices have colour 1, and l 2 − 1 vertices have colour 2, and . . . , and l r − 1 vertices have colour r. Then there is no set of vertices of size l i that all have colour i for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}, but adding a single vertex of any colour i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} would yield a set of vertices of size l i that all have
Red-Blue Graph Colouring
The most commonly studied Ramsey numbers are for the case r = k = 2. In the hypergraph colouring sense, r = k = 2 relates to colouring the edges of a standard complete graph G = V,
, and it is common to name the two colours assigned by the colouring as "red" and "blue". Under such a setup, the r = k = 2 case can be approached in a very visual sense, by physically drawing the graphs in question using red and blue edges. Figure 1 shows an example of a red-blue colouring of K 4 . Given any s, t ∈ N, R 2 (s, t) is the smallest N ∈ N such that every red-blue colouring of the edges of K N contains either a red K s or a blue K t . Theorem 2 says that N must be finite for any choice of s and t, and indeed I will show directly in this section that this must be true in the r = k = 2 case.
Recall the example about any six members of the social networking site www.facebook.com. In the notation just introduced, the example gives the result R 2 (3, 3) ≤ 6. In other words, by assigning red edges to pairs that are friends and blue edges to those that aren't (or vice-versa), the example showed that it is impossible to colour the complete 5 graph K 6 in such a way that avoids having either a red K 3 or a blue K 3 .
As it stands, there is not sufficient reasoning to be able to assert that R 2 (3, 3) = 6, because 6 has not yet been proven to be the minimal such N ∈ N for which any red-blue colouring of K N must contain either a red K 3 or a blue K 3 : for example, perhaps N = 5 is sufficient? If, however, it were possible to exhibit a red-blue colouring of K 5 that contains neither a red K 3 nor a blue K 3 , then it would follow that R(3, 3) > 5. 6 This is indeed the case, as Figure 2 demonstrates.
Hence R 2 (3, 3) ≤ 6 and R 2 (3, 3) > 5, so R 2 (3, 3) = 6.
5 The graph is complete because everybody is either friends or not friends with each other member of the group. 6 Recall that R 2 (s, t) ≤ n if and only if every red-blue colouring of K N contains either a red Ks or a blue Kt, so exhibiting any specific colouring of K 5 containing neither a red Ks nor a blue Kt is strong enough to disprove the statement. 
Exact Ramsey Numbers and Bounds
In order to assert that R 2 (3, 3) = 6, so far I have made logical deductions specific to the choices s = 3 and t = 3. In this section, I explore some results that can be applied more generally and use these to rederive the R 2 (3, 3) example. Moreover, one such derivation will provide a proof for Theorem 2 in the case where
The first class of Ramsey numbers that I shall consider are those of the form R 2 (s, 2) (or, by symmetry,
Proof. In every red-blue colouring of K s , either there exists a blue edge (and hence a blue K 2 ) or every edge is red, in which case there exists a red K s . This implies that R 2 (s, 2) ≤ s. However, an entirely red colouring of K s−1 contains neither a blue K 2 nor a red K s . Hence, R 2 (s, 2) > s − 1, so R(s, 2) = s.
In general, it is much harder to evaluate R 2 (s, t) when s > 2 and t > 2, but there are some bounds that can come in handy:
Proof. I prove (1) and (2) simultaneously. Notice that if s = t = 2, then (1) holds with equality, by Lemma 1. So assume that s, t > 2.
Suppose that either (1) or (2) fails for some choice of s, t > 2. Pick such a pair, with s + t minimal. Then if u := s − 1 and v := t − 1, R 2 (s, v), R 2 (u, t), and R 2 (u, v) must each satisfy (1), by minimality of the choice of s + t. This implies that there exists a finite n ∈ N such that n = R 2 (s, v) + R 2 (u, t), because (1) holds for R 2 (s, v) and R 2 (u, t), and the "choose" function always outputs a finite answer for any finite inputs.
Consider a red-blue colouring χ of the edges of K n = V,
, and choose any vertex v ∈ V . Define
and thus that
which is a contradiction, because |N R | + |N B | = n − 1.
If |N R | ≥ R 2 (u, t), then consider the complete graph only on the vertices of N R . Because
any colouring of such a graph must contain either a red K u or a blue K t . However, if vertex v is also included in this consideration, there must always be a red K u+1 = K s or a blue K t .
Similarly, if |N B | ≥ R 2 (s, v), then any colouring of the complete graph on the vertices of N B must contain either a red K s or a blue K v . Then if vertex v is also included in this consideration, there must always be a red K s or a blue K v+1 = K t .
Hence, every red-blue colouring of the edges of K n contains either a red K s or a blue K t , so R 2 (s, t) ≤ n.
It then follows that:
(by minimality of the choice of s and t, so (1) holds for R 2 (s, v) and R 2 (u, t))
Hence, (1) also holds, contradicting the assumption that either (1) or (2) fails for the given choice of s, t >
2.
Using (1), it is now possible to quickly derive the bound used in the facebook example without making any logical deductions specific to the s = t = 3 setup:
Exhibiting the graph colouring shown in Figure 2 completes the argument that R 2 (3, 3) = 6.
As mentioned earlier, Theorem 3 also provides a proof of Theorem 2 in the r = k = 2 case:
Proof. By Theorem 3, R 2 (s, t) ≤ s+t−2 s−1 < ∞ because the "choose" function always outputs a finite answer for any s, t ∈ N.
Aside from the cases already discussed, only a handful of exact Ramsey numbers are known to date for r = k = 2. These are shown in Table 1 , which is taken from Radziszowski's excellent review [18] of recent progress in the area.
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Given the bound provided by Theorem 3, why is it so difficult to compute exact Ramsey numbers?
Exploring R 2 (3, 4) reveals the problem. Table 1 indicates that R 2 (3, 4) = 9. Figure 3 shows a red-blue colouring of K 8 that contains neither a red K 3 nor a blue K 4 , which implies that R 2 (3, 4) > 8.
The problem then comes from the fact that the bound given by either of (1) or (2) in Theorem 3 is R 2 (3, 4) ≤ 10, which isn't strong enough to deduce directly that R 2 (3, 4) = 9. Additional reasoning specific to this choice of s and t is required to find the exact solution -there is no known "one size fits all" approach that can be implemented. 
Other Exact Ramsey Numbers
Almost no exact Ramsey numbers are known for situations in which r or k are larger than 2. Indeed, not a single nontrivial exact Ramsey number is known for k ≥ 3, and only one nontrivial Ramsey number is known for r ≥ 3. This is R 2 (3, 3, 3) = 17 [10] .
Bounds on Ramsey Numbers
In the absence of any practical algorithm for computing exact values of Ramsey numbers, a great deal of research effort has been concentrated on obtaining bounds instead. The two bounds that I explore deal with diagonal Ramsey numbers, i.e. Ramsey numbers of the form R 2 (s, s). Indeed, diagonal Ramsey numbers have received by far the most attention in the literature thus far, perhaps due to the fact that Ramsey's original theorem (Theorem 2, above) deals with diagonal Ramsey numbers.
It is easy to find an upper bound on diagonal Ramsey numbers simply by using equation (1) of Theorem 3:
Using binomial expansion, it can easily 8 be shown that 2k k ≤ 2 2k . Hence (by setting s − 1 = k) it follows immediately that:
Hence, R 2 (s, s) ≤ 4 s is an upper bound on diagonal Ramsey numbers.
In 1947, Erdös published the following proof of a lower bound for diagonal Ramsey numbers [5] :
8 Consider, for example, the binomial expansion (1+1) 2k =`2
Clearly`2 k k´≤ 2 2k because`2 k k´i s just one of the terms in the binomial expansion of 2 2k .
Proof. In order to show that R 2 (k, k) > n, it is sufficient to show that there exists a colouring of the edges of K n that contains no monochromatic K k . Consider an edge colouring of K n in which colours are assigned randomly. Let each edge be coloured independently, and such that for all e ∈ E: P (Edge e is coloured red) = P (Edge e is coloured blue) = 1 2 .
There are n k copies of K k in K n . Let A i be the event that the i th K k is monochromatic. Then:
(where the leading 2 is because there are two colours from which to choose). Then:
However,
by the assumption of the theorem, so P (∃ a colouring with no monochromatic K k ) > 0.
Hence, there exists a colouring with no monochromatic K k .
At first glance, the theorem appears to offer only a very weak lower bound on diagonal Ramsey numbers.
In fact, the bound is very useful, as the following corollary reveals:
Proof. Given k ≥ 3, define n := 2 k 2
(where x denotes the integer part of x). Then
Corollary 2 is particularly interesting because it provides an insight into how diagonal Ramsey numbers grow. Specifically, it shows that they grow exponentially in k. The version of Theorem 5 that I present is a modern one (again making use of the intuitive notions of hypergraphs and colouring), but the content of the theorem is the same as that originally published by Erdös and de Bruijn. First, however, some new definitions are needed. The concept of adjacency in a hypergraph is a natural extension of adjacency in a graph -i.e., a hyperedge e = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n } is adjacent to the vertices e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n . Then: Definition. Given a hypergraph H = (V, E), a proper r−colouring of H is a colouring of the vertices, χ : V → {1, . . . , r}, such that e ∈ E for which every vertex adjacent to e has the same colour under χ.
Definition. The chromatic number of a hypergraph H = (V, E), denoted by χ(H), is the smallest r ∈ N for which a proper r−colouring of H exists.
Notice that the common notion of proper colouring of standard graphs (as laid out in Section 2) is then simply the specific case of the above definition that deals with 2-regular hypergraphs.
Definition. Given a hypergraph H = (V, E) and a subset W ⊆ V , the restriction of H to W , denoted by H| W , is the hypergraph H| W = (W, E| W ), where E| W = {e ∈ E|e ⊆ W }.
Theorem 5. Let H = (V, E) be a hypergraph for which |e| < ∞for all e ∈ E, but where V need not be finite.
Suppose that for all finite
The proof that I present below makes the assumption that V is countable. For a proof that doesn't make this assumption (but instead makes use of the axiom of choice), see [10] .
Proof. If |V | < ∞, simply take W = V and the proof is complete. If not, then V is countably infinite.
To ease exposition, set V ≡ N. 9 By the assumption of the theorem, for all n ∈ N there exists a colouring χ n : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . r} such that there is no e ∈ E for which every vertex adjacent to e is the same colour under the given colouring. In other words, for all n ∈ N there exists a proper r−colouring χ n of N| {1,...,n} .
I define a colouring χ * : N → {1, . . . , r} by induction. First, define χ * (1) = 1. For the inductive step, if χ * (1), . . . , χ * (j − 1) have been defined such that
is infinite, then for some colour c ∈ {1, . . . , r} the set
is also infinite. Set χ * (j) = c and S j = T . Then χ * is indeed a proper r−colouring of H (consider any e = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v m } ∈ E, with v 1 < v 2 < . . . < v m , where the ordering is inherited from the fact that V = N). Then S vm = ∅, so there exists n ≥ v m such that χ n (i) = χ * (i) for all i ≤ n. In particular,
Because χ n is a proper r−colouring of {1, . . . , n}, e is not monochromatic under χ n . Thus, e is not monochromatic under χ * .
Theorem 2 then immediately follows as a corollary of Theorem 5: 
Discussion and The Future
The first important comment to make about the main ideas in this essay is that the order in which I have presented them is far from chronological. There has been a healthy atmosphere of conjecture and exploration driving research in the field forwards throughout the last century, with some researchers (first Erdös [5] then, more recently, Graham [8] ) personally offering monetary rewards for answers to some of the most prominent outstanding problems. Most results in the field that are today stated as theorems were originally posed as conjectures many years before a proof was found, and there are many outstanding conjectures still awaiting proof or disproof [8] .
It is also important to highlight the fact that I have chosen to focus this essay upon the theorems of Ramsey and the work most directly related to them due to the appealing possibility of setting the problems in the framework of graph theory. There are, however, plenty of alternative "flavours" of Ramsey theory, giving rise to what are known as "Ramsey-type" theorems. Numerous such alternatives have been presented [9] , including:
Theorem. (Hales-Jewett) Given any finite set A and any r ∈ N, there exists some N (A, r) ∈ N such that for all n ≥ N (A, r), any r−colouring of A n always contains a monochromatic combinatorial line.
Theorem. (Schur) For every r ∈ N, there exists some N (t) ∈ N such that for every partition of the set {1, 2, . . . , N } into r classes, one of the classes contains the numbers x and y and their sum x + y.
It is perhaps unsurprising that proving many of these "Ramsey-type" theorems amounts to little more than considering special cases of Ramsey's theorems. For example, Schur's theorem can be considered to be a direct corollary of Theorem 5 [6] . On the other hand, there are many "Ramsey-type" theorems whose proofs are unknown, or whose only known proofs stem from a different approach entirely.
Future Research in the Field
Despite providing an intuitive introduction to the necessary theory, many researchers have recently come to believe that graph theory might not be the best way to proceed with future explorations of Ramsey theory [6] .
The main reason for this is that such an approach to Ramsey theory often requires a lengthy enumeration of all possible cases. Recall, for example, that proving R 2 (s, t) = n without using some kind of logical argument would require exhibiting a single red-blue colouring of K n−1 with no red K s and no blue K t (in order to
show that R 2 (s, t) > n − 1) and also an enumeration of every possible red-blue colouring of K n (in order to demonstrate that each one of them contains either a red K s or a blue K t ). This approach is arduous for large values of n, as the number of red-blue colourings of K n grows as 2 n . It is possible to reduce this number somewhat by making use of the various symmetries involved, but enumeration is still a prohibitively long task in general. Numerous alternatives have been proposed, and it is currently unclear whether or not one specific approach will dominate future research in Ramsey theory (as the graph theoretic approach has arguably done in the past). One such approach has made use of category theory. As interest in this area blossomed in the second half of the twentieth century, it became apparent that it could provide a rich framework for Ramsey theory. A seminal work by Leeb [13] introduced the idea of using category theory in this way, and has more recently been followed by other publications (e.g., [15] and [16] ) following the same principles. It will be very interesting to see whether some of the problems that have remained unsolved in Ramsey theory will eventually be attributed to future advances in category theory -or maybe even vice-versa.
